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INTRODUCTION*
In the past decade, government leaders have been quick to acknowledge the decline of our cities, but slow to offer concrete solutions to their problems.' And while urban decline makes headlines,
particularly during election years, it inevitably remains a problem to
be addressed by another elective hopeful.2 With prospective government leaders and current federal policymakers paying insufficient attention to the problems of our urban centers, cities must look within

their own limits for the answers.
The "federal retreat" has left New York City and other urban centers in a state of crisis. President Bush's most recent budget proposal
reflects a sixty-five percent reduction in federal funding for urban programs since 198 1.3 Adjusted for inflation, federal expenditures in this
area have declined from $37.3 billion in 1981 to $13.1 billion in 1993.1
This fiscal withdrawal of support began during the recession under

the Carter Administration and has continued through the Reagan and
Bush Administrations.
The Fordham Urban Law Journal is acutely aware of the causal
link between the "federal retreat" and the problems faced by
* This collection of essays has been arranged in conjunction with the Stein Center
for Ethics and Public Interest Law at Fordham Law School. The Stein Center sponsors
an annual symposium on current ethical issues, round-table discussions among
practitioners and scholars engaged in public interest law, and the Stein Scholars Program.
The Journal is particularly grateful for the support of its benefactor, Mr. Louis Stein,
Class of 1926, whose generosity was instrumental in creating the Fordham Urban Law
Journalin 1972. The Stein Center further demonstrates his dedication to Fordham Law
School.
The Editorial Board of Volume XX would also like to thank the following individuals
for their encouragement and assistance in this endeavor: Professor Daniel J. Capra,
Professor Mary C. Daly, Dean John D. Feerick, Professor Bruce A. Green, Professor
Russell G. Pearce and Associate Dean Georgene M. Vairo.
1. In a recent Survey of National Policy Maker Opinion on Urban Issues, conducted
by Yankelovich Clancy Shulman f6r Grenadier Realty Corp., 91% of federal policymakers polled answered that, in their view, the problems in our largest cities are getting
worse. At the same time, this survey brought to light the fact that these same policymakers had little or no understanding of the existing city programs and the actual quality of
life issues facing the largest U.S. cities. See Urban Issues Fall Off The National Agenda,
PR NEWSWIRE, Dec. 17, 1991.
2. David Broder, Cities need committed national leader, Hous. CHRON., Apr. 6,
1992, at 14; David Broder, Urban ills can't be cured by speeches, CH. TRIB., Apr. 5, 1992,
at 3.
3. Carol Emert, President'sBudget Would Hurt Suffering Cities,Schmoke Tells Congress, UPI/STATES NEWS SERVICE, Jan. 31, 1992. See also ECONOMIC REPORT OF THE
PRESIDENT, Table B-81, at 393 (1992) (indicating an increase in spending from 19271990, but without taking into account inflation or an increase in the cost of living).
4. Emert, supra note 3.
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America's cities. Because of our specific focus on the exploration and
presentation of legal issues that impact urban areas, the Journal has
thus endeavored to assemble a collection of essays5 which canvass the
legal, social, political and economic issues currently facing New York
City and urban centers across the country. The following symposium
of "urban" essays marks an inaugural effort on the part of the Journal
to tap local resources for positive solutions to some of our cities'
concerns.
The essays in this special issue are varied and reflect the experiences
of the individual authors regarding the problems which our cities face.
Collectively, the ideas discussed in this issue represent the thinking of
both legal and non-legal academic scholars, practitioners, city government officials, non-profit professionals, business people and lobbyists.
The variety of legal, social, political and economic issues presented is
a testament to the fact that cities must arm themselves with an arsenal
of weapons to fight the complex problems which arise on the urban
battlefield.
The problems which plague America's cities are not necessarily endemic to urban areas, however. As such, our efforts to gather essays
with an urban focus produced thoughtful discussions of problems
such as domestic violence, gun control and AIDS which manifest
themselves not only in an urban environment, but also beyond the city
limits. Yet the concentration of such problems within urban areas
requires cities to spearhead solutions to these societal challenges.
The relationship between the nation as a whole and the city as an
individual entity is a theme that surfaces frequently in the essays
which follow. While no contributor advocates a sweeping federal
"bail out" of local government, many authors argue persuasively for
federal assistance - not so much fiscally, but rather in the form of
cooperative efforts to effectuate legislative change - in order to assist
cities in serving their citizens. This cry for cooperation is echoed in
the context of state and local government, relations, and goes hand-inhand with a call for autonomy from the encumbrances of state oversight and control over municipal government entities.
By far the most popular theme throughout this collection is the
revitalization of city government. Because the current system may
5. In order to capture effectively the original nature of the proposals included herein,
as well as to accord proper deference to the opinions and expertise of the contributors in
this issue, the Journal has modified the traditional format followed by most law review
articles. The articles which follow are best described as essays which combine the character of a law review article with that of an opinion editorial. Accordingly, the extensiveness and type of citation to legal authority differ from traditional scholarly articles in
order to accomodate this original format.
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not be operating effectively, some contributors suggest that possibilities for positive change may lie in considering privatization of city
services, restructuring existing agencies and reevaluating mechanisms
for increased efficiency or proficiency in particular government functions such as zoning, health care, the environment and education.
Several contributors note that the provision of fundamental public
services should be administered on a local level, and in addition, call
upon lawyers and members of the community in general to fulfill
their responsibilities through public service and coalition building,
respectively.
Reforms of the political process are offered on both a formal and a
grass roots level. Informing the voting population and levelling the
playing field of political candidates by creating a workable campaign
finance program are acknowledged as good starting points for change.
These reforms offer a means to politically empower urban citizens and
demystify the political process. In an even more comprehensive effort
towards political reform, one contributor confronts the recurring issue of redistricting a multiracial city in order to achieve minority empowerment. Additionally, the need for an effective whistleblowing
statute is acknowledged as another mechanism through which the
population could regain confidence in its public and private institutions and ultimately assure accountability.
Many urban concerns remain unaddressed within these pages. The
Journal welcomes the prospect of revisiting a given issue and, more
importantly, anticipates the inclusion of essays on any of the multitude of urban challenges New York and other cities face which are
not included in this initial effort. Ideally, the Fordham Urban Law
Journal will serve as an ongoing forum for debate that will facilitate
the implementation of practical and thoughtful solutions for our cities' problems.

